the introduction of a new concept. Therefore, this study applied an algorithm to detect the local intensity variation, not the global variation as in the simple threshold of images, for cell boundaries are so rough, and their geometrical heights are so irregular that the boun daries cannot be recognized by simple threshold segment operations properly. Then we quantified the cellular struc tures and compared effectiveness of our proposed method with the results of those earlier studies.
2. Background 2.1 Structure of open-cell structures and their reflec tion properties The structure consists of an interconnected network of solid walls called struts.1) In the struts, large voids exist, and smaller voids are placed between the large cells so that the voids can be highly interconnected. The large void is called a cell, while the smaller void performing an intercon nection function is termed a cell window.
When observing the surface of what is called the open-cel lular structure in one cell image, each feature can be detect ed distinctively by its different light reflection properties with geometrical variance (Fig. 1 (a) ).
The light intensity is an element in the surface as an esti mate of image irradiance which results from light reflection from objects in the samples.7) The geometrical height or slope of an element in the surface can be described by its change: the intensity increases with decreasing distance be tween the sample and the light source and with lowering the gradient of the surface ( Fig. 1 (b) ).
Image processing
Image processing may be divided into two main proce dures: image preprocessing for noise reduction to clarify the image and image segmentation for locating and detecting the objects of interest.7)-10)
Image preprocessing can enhance the image to be pleas ing to the human eye and reduce the distortion or noise in the image.
This 
3.2.2
Image segmentation and measurement proce dure The strut regions are segmented from the cell regions. Then, the light intensity histograms, density functions of a certain light intensity variable, of the segmented strut im ages are investigated in relation to those of their source im ages, which is a crucial works in determining whether the strut regions are classified properly.
For cell/cell segmentation, skeleton boundaries are con structed between cells by a watershed transformation of the resultant image of cell/strut segmentation.8), 11) Finally, we measured the cell area ratio, total number of the cells, cell size, and cell roundness. Each resultant value about the cell size and cell roundness is presented as an average value us ing the cell area as weight function.
Results and discussion 4.1 Cell image segmentation
We assume that the top strut region is defined as the solid revealed on the surface, and its whole normal direction is almost regular because the bulk samples are cubic shapes, and images are captured with one of the plane faces. There fore, its light intensity is higher than the cell or window part of the images as a whole. In a similar manner, the light in tensity from the cell is, generally, lower than that of the strut but higher than that of cell window.
To discriminate the elements in the histogram automati cally, it is important that one establish a set of reasonable criteria. The global information about the light properties of an image can be presented as a light intensity histogram. It is a very important but also the most difficult task in this study. For this, we applied the analysis of statistical distri bution curve as used in the study on the distribution of pack ing bimodal particles.14) Instead of segmentation of the fine and coarse particles, we tried discriminating the cell and strut regions in the images.
If a light histogram curve shows distinct peaks relating to the gray shade ranges of each of the phases, threshold set tings can be assigned to the relative minima existing on either side of each peak.8) Thus, selecting the gray values within each peak allows detection and subsequent measure ment. The separated gray ranges can be individually detect ed and calculated to give phase area percentage.8) are greater than zero, and lower than maximum intensity (=255). The maximum intensity indicates the strut and boundary regions. The shape of cell/strut boundary in Fig.  7 (a) is rougher than that in Fig. 5 (b) . In Fig. 7 (b) , for smaller cell size, the strut is narrower than those in the other two images. Figure 8 presents the light intensity histograms Figure 9 presents the difference in the cell sizes of each image at the cumulative fraction value of 25%, 50% and 75%. The horizontal axis is the cumulative fraction, and the vertical axis the cell size, which is considered as the mean diameter of the cells.
Cell image measurement
We compare these results with earlier literature.13) There have been few studies solely on quantifying cellular struc tures in ceramic foam by the powder processing and bubble generation methods. A study of Sepsulveda and Binner shows the results of the cell size range and mean cell di ameter measured by manual line intercept with SEM (scan ning electron microscope) photographs. These results ap pear to be similar to those of the cell size ranges of this study (about 0.03-0.3mm) before polymerization, but slightly lower in mean cell sizes (about 0.05-0.1mm): we assumed that the mean cell sizes are almost equal to the medium sizes.
The cell sizes of Fig. 7 (b) are the smallest, and those of other images, Fig. 5 (b) and Fig. 7 (a) , are similar to each other except for the cell sizes of 75%. The difference seems to generate from the irregularity of cell structure of Fig. 7  (a) , in which the large cells may not be clearly presented by the watershed reconstruction operation.8), 11) Since these samples are produced by same powder and bubble genera tion processes, this irregularity of the cell size or cell struc ture is responsible to sample handling such as cutting works before sintering green-body.
Comparison with conventional method
The specific cell area, the average cell roundness, and the mean separation distance between cells in the samples are shown in Table 1 . Figure 7 (a) shows a higher specific sur face area than others do. It is probably due to a high degree of irregularity of the surface cell structures. This may generated from insufficient existence of the struts such that cells cannot reveal their original shape, the round shape from bubbles. It is also supported by their cell roundness far from the unity. Figure 7 (b) presents the small cell sizes and mean separation distance, which is ascertained by human eyes. The cell roundness of this image is large, because cell roundness of small cells can be easily deviated from the uni ty. Table 2 presents resultant values by the simple threshold operation to compare our proposed method. Threshold values are fixed to intensity values of 102, 82 and 86 (the first group) for the images in Fig. 3, Figures 6 (a) and 6 (b). According to the stereological concept, the specific area ra tio of each cell region can be regarded as the bulk porosity value already obtained. Second, the intensity values are shifted a little lower so that the specific area ratios are ac corded to those by the proposed method in this study (the second group). The second group can well describe the large cells as isolate objects, but many cells with tiny size or shallow depth are not. The resultant values are reflected to this tendency. If compared with those by the proposed method, the results show a little difference. In Fig. 3 and Fig. 6 (a) , the conventional methods produce fewer cell numbers than the proposed method. Two reasons are possi ble for this: first, the excellence in cell detection perfor mance of the proposed method and, second, on the other hand, generation of the over-segmentation phenomena in the proposed method. The over-segmentation can be oc curred by small protruding objects from a large cell wall can be recognized as throats between small cells. Table 3 presents the comparison of cell detecting, the average cell diameter and roundness of these methods with another operation. The operation starts from sampling cell images in random order: total number of sampled cells is 9, 12, and 9 from gray images in Fig. 3, Figs. 6 (a) and 6 (b) respectively. The image in Fig. 6 (a) shapes so irregularly that we sampled more cells. Then, all the cells sampled are measured by delineating cell boundaries based on human vi sion: we call this sampling-and-manual segmentation or operation. Thereafter, the effectiveness of all kinds of threshold methods are compared each other, with this sam-pling-and-manual operation.
Considered with Table 3 , the proposed method appears a better effectiveness in cell detection, based on the results by sampling-and-manual operation. The difference of mean separation values in Table 2 also shows the influence of the cell detecting performance, since the mean separation value decreases with detected cell numbers are increasing while the cell sizes are similar or lower in the results of the proposed method. This higher detection performance seems due to the sensitive recognition of the local variance of the local intensity in the images. Probably, this can give a usefulness in detecting shallow and tiny cells. Table 3 sup ports this consideration in that the cells in Fig. 6 (b) , which contains many small cells, can be well recognized by the proposed method. Also, in the other images, the undetected cells are almost tiny cell groups resulted from the conven tional threshold segmentation (data are not shown).
The cell sizes are produced in a slightly effective manner in the proposed method in comparison with the first group. However, the proposed method cannot show a higher per formance in the cell roundness and cell sizes than the second group. The most probable reason for this is the proposed method can generate the over-segmentation phenomena that are de fined as construction of redundant boundaries by the water shed operations.8) This may be responsible for more cell numbers produced form Fig. 3 and Fig. 6 (a) by the proposed method, as shown in Table 2 . In the case of Fig. 6 (b), this is very difficult to compare the effectiveness, be cause detection of the whole struts between cells by the con ventional threshold segmentation is so incomplete that the proportions of the detected cell numbers are very small, which is shown in Fig. 10 directly: in this figure, (a) is the first group and (b) the second group.
The most satisfactory segmentation seems a combination, based on the strut regions with the gray sale reconstruction, of the threshold of second group to describe of the large cells and the proposed method to present their neighboring tiny cells. However, this requires the development of a new boundary construction method, instead of the watershed operation, that can recognize the light intensity as well as the two-dimensional object or background shapes.
Conclusions
A new image procedure is proposed for analyzing the sur face cells of cellular ceramic foams using an optical micro scope.
The cell density is so abundant that the cell structure can feature a high cell volume fraction, a high degree of inter connection to neighboring cells, variable cell sizes and a high roughness of cell boundaries. This is impossible with the conventional segmentation methods, because any threshold criteria cannot be found to convert the sample im age into binary ones.
Our primarily new point is that a novel method was designed to segment strut regions by detecting regional maximal points, when images of unpolished surfaces of ceramic foams are to be converted from gray scale to binary scale image.
Since the whole normal direction of the strut regions is relatively constant and perpendicular to the sample sur faces, their intensity distribution curves form symmetrical normal curve type. The reference images were utilized to in dicate the mode of strut regions, and the gray scale recon struction to present the strut regions in images.
Finally, we quantified the cellular structures and com pared effectiveness of our proposed method with that of earlier studies.
Comparing our method with the conventional threshold segmentation, we can find that our proposed method described strut regions and tiny cells properly. This is ascer tained by the light intensity of the strut regions, cell detec tion and the mean separation distance between cells. However, the improved boundary construction methods are required to enable the proposed method to become more effective.
